This is my representation, made as a local resident and a local light aircraft pilot, I understand that
RSP propose to reopen the airport as a mainly freight airport, I support the proposal because it
seems very viable, will be good for local employment and requires no public money, however; the
following submission explains how the RSP DCO will benefit me personally, to support my opinion I
have added some supporting reference material from the Aero Society and York Aviation about the
value of general aviation (GA) to the UK economy and is precarious nature due to airfield closures. I
also mention how I will benefit from the resumption of passenger services and how the introduction
of electric engines into passenger aircraft is predicted to lead to a renaissance in the use of
provincial airports, supported two trade publications.
Due to the closure of Manston Airport there is almost no available GA hanger space within fifty miles
(by car) of the former airport site, no hangers are available in Kent. I live in Margate, before I was
able to relocate my aircraft to Maypole Farm, near Canterbury, I was based at Rochester Airport,
requiring a eighty mile round trip to a airfield that is 400’ in elevation, gets constantly “socked in”
and has a serious drainage problem keeping it closed for a third of the year, almost causing me to
give up flying out of frustration from owning an aircraft that I could so rarely fly. There is no hanger
space available at Pent Farm Airfield (another grass airfield with drainage problem), Clapgate Airfield
(grass runway, elevated and surrounded by trees), Headcorn Airfield (Grass runway,43 miles of A
and B roads) or Rochester; airfields that have accepted the aircraft previously in hangers at Manston
Airport, and that in any case offer a worse journey times than Margate - Rochester, Maypole airfield
is also now full, restricted to 14 flights per day and has a winter drainage problem. Manston Airport
offers a hard runway with lighting and is at sea level. The York Report view, in its report for the
Government (HMSO), “Research into the need for a strategic network of general aviation
aerodromes”, about the existing within 35 mile accessibility to GA airfields is wrong, in terms
distances from Thanet by road and because the airfields are full or restricted (like Maypole) and it
does not consider the actual journey times involved in relation to road transportation from Thanet
or the other factors that I have highlighted. It also does not consider the implications that electric
engines have for regional and small airfields. Reopening Manston Airport to GA will go a long way
to resolving the above issues and provide flight training and bursaries for local young people, who
will go on to be the airline pilots required in the future, (Boeing predicts that 635,000 new pilots and
622,000 technical staff will be required by 2032, (worldwide)), in view of predictions like that the
RSP DCO application is more than nationally significant (see attached PDF, Boeing pilots..). In 2013
General Aviation (GA) was estimated to be worth £3 billion to the UK economy (4.25, York Aviation
2018, see attached pdf). The Manson DCO proposal offers a resumption general aviation in all of the
areas listed, except Ballooning, Gliding and Para shooting.
The closure of Manston Airport had a significant negative effect relating to GA in the South East,
Thanet in particular, with the loss of its hard runways, hangers, engineering facilities and flight
training. A resumption of business aviation, both fixed and rotary wing, as proposed by RSP at
Manston will benefit Thanet, the South East of England and also is in accordance with Government
thinking as expressed in the document ‘Beyond the Horizon: The Future of UK Aviation - Next Steps
Towards an Aviation Strategy’,(HMSO), in which it (Government) recognises the importance of
general aviation and explicitly states that it remains committed to supporting and encouraging a
dynamic GA sector.

There has been a steady decline in available UK GA airfields in all categories due to closures,
particularly in the SE, more notable UK closures include Manston, Panshanger and Filton, with N.
Weald, Blackpool, Wellsbourne, Enstone and Old Sarhum threatened. The threat of airfield closures
with the consequences of such and some mitigating proposals have been highlighted by The Royal
Aeronautical Society at, (see attached pdf, “GA in Crisis”.), where in section 6, Laurie Price states
“Maintaining a network of UK airfields helps connectivity, regional access, economic development
and employment. The start should be by de-designating them as brown field sites. National planning
rules need to change to stop airfield closures...... .”. Supporting this view, the Government have
included airfield preservation in the revised NPPF published in July 2018. The RSP proposals for
Manston Airport will be significant benefit to GA in the in the UK and South East in particular (if
accepted) and are in accordance with government policies for General Aviation. Maintaining a
network of GA airfields is essential part of a chain of infrastructure required to produce the Pilots
and Engineers of the future. Personally I will benefit; being a consumer of engineering services,
hangers, additional flight training and licence revalidation services.
I have been closely following the RSP DCO process from its beginning, approving of the proposals,
another benefit of having a financially viable cargo hub is that it will allow some passenger services
to be run in addition to cargo services. Less has been made of this sideline and its benefit to Thanet
and residents like me who have to have to add the cost of a hotel stay to the cost of an early
morning flight from any of London’s airports. It is very difficult to travel to Scotland, from Thanet,
the resumption of that route from a reopened Manston Airport will benefit tourism and business at
both ends of the route (and me), reinstating a KLM link to the Schiphol Hub would also benefit me.
I have been closely following the arguments for and against this airport project, having relocated to
Margate at about the Manston Airport closed. I am not trying to pretend to be an Aviation
Consultant, I am just a local resident and interested party, but I do know a fair bit about aviation and
have noticed that those opposed to this development are consistent in their total lack of knowledge
in this area. The most common argument against the Airport is, “it’s population catchments area is
two thirds sea”, totally missing the point that for a freight airport the freight catchments area is the
entire world: freight will do some degree subsidise passenger services, the other common
misconception is, “it always lost money so it always will” totally missing huge growth that has
occurred in air transport almost from the day that the airport closed and freighters are now bigger
so less ATM’s does not mean less demand; by it does mean more demand for a long hard runway
and there are the implications of electric flight....
Another area that has received little coverage is the impact that electric engines will have and how it
will revitalise regional airports. This is not the stuff of fiction, electric aircraft engines are being
tested in hybrid form on airliners now, small electric executive jets are flying and both Rolls Royce
and Boeing are developing large electric engines to replace the current generation of turbines; so
the future of air transport is cleaner and quieter even than it already is....already vastly improved
since 2014. To support this argument I have included as pdf’s two articles from trade publications, “
The UK’s complex of tiny airports is ideal for electric planes” by Matt Burgess (content as title) and “
The future of flight” by Sasha Lekach, this article includes a list of electric aircraft already flying or in
development, including a 150 seat electric hybrid the “Wright”. If this DCO does not succeed, not
only will Thanet and the UK lose the benefit of a vast investment of private finance, but it will also

total miss the opportunity that electric flight is presenting; it would be a tragedy for the UK: now is
the time for Manston Airport, it has come of age.
I support the RSP DCO in most aspects, but the GA and passenger benefits and other have not been
sufficiently promoted, in my view, so I hope that this representation will help a little in that regard.

